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Tips & Tricks

TOP TIP

Share a Slick Tip. 
Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help someone become 
a be� er woodworker and get rewarded for the 
eff ort. The winner of next issue’s Top Tip award 
will receive a Woodcra�  Gi�  Card worth $250. 
All others will receive $125 for a published 
illustrated ti p, or $75 for a non-illustrated 
ti p. Published ti ps become the property of 
Woodcraft  Magazine. Send your ideas to:

Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft  Magazine, P.O. Box 
7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020 or visit 
woodcraft magazine.com, and click on “Submit 
Tips.” Important:
Please include your 
phone number, 
as an editor may 
need to call you 
if your trick is 
considered for 
publicati on.

Please include your 

Tracing Mouse
In my furniture restoration work, I often have to 
reproduce missing or broken parts, tracing their shapes 
from the originals. Tracing around �lat work is easy, but 
sculptural parts like cabriole legs present a problem that 
I solved by devising this tracing “mouse.” To make one, 
start with a 1 × 4 × 51⁄2" hardwood block. Next, drill a 
5⁄16"-diameter hole through the block to �it a commonly 
available straight-sided ballpoint pen. Center the hole 
across the thickness, about 13⁄4" back from one end. Then 
make the pro�ile cuts as shown in the drawing. Next, use 
a disc sander to form a 60° point on the nose–tweaking 
and sanding until the point aligns with the tip of the 
inserted pen. Then sand a comfortable radius for a hand 
on the opposite end of the block. Finally, tap a 1⁄4"- 20 
hole in the middle of the body, and install a thumbscrew 
to secure the pen. To use the mouse, push the pen down 
until it contacts the paper, lock the thumbscrew, butt 
the knife-edge against the part, and trace your pattern.
—Craig Bentzley, Chalfont, Pennsylvania
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  Serious woodworkers count on 
American-made Forrest saw 
blades for smooth, quiet cuts, 
everytime...without splintering 
scratching or tearouts. No 
matter what your application, 
Forrest blades are simply the 
best money can buy. That’s 
why discriminating craftsmen 
prefer them!

“[Your blades] cut true, with 
no vibration. I can say with 
confi dence that Forrest blades 
are the best.”   
Carl Stude – Burbank, CA

 Our Most Popular 
Saw Blades:
 Woodworker II - This award-
winning all-purpose blade is the 
fi nest of its type.

Chop Master - Produces perfect 
miters with smooth edges... and 
no bottom splinters. 

Ask for Forrest blades at a fi ne 
dealer or retailer, order online, 
or call the factory directly. Your 
satisfaction is guaranteed... or 
your money back!

www.ForrestBlades.com
1-800-733-7111 
(In NJ, call 973-473-5236)

 Woodworker II
Fine Woodworking

Chop Master
Woodshop News

Duraline Hi-AT
Woodshop News

Dado King
WOOD Magazine

 © 2015 Forrest Manufacturing          Code WC

matter what your application, 
Forrest blades are simply the 

why discriminating craftsmen 

NEW Website! 
More Blades!
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DO IT ALL 
WITH A SUPERMAX 19-38

 Visit SuperMaxTools.com for full specs and dealer locations.

 Sand 19” in a single pass,  
 38” in a double pass! 

 Sand as thin as 1/32”, as 
 thick as 4”

 INTELLISAND Technology  
 auto-regulates the conveyor  
 speed, preventing gouging,
 burning or damaging stock!

 Power requirements 110   
 Volt, 20 AMP service

MACHINE OVERVIEW

SuperMaxTools.com   888.454.3401

Engineered for ease-of-use and 
maximum functionality, the 19-38 
can tackle any job in your shop! 

19-38 DRUM SANDER
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Pilo� ng for 
Con� nuous Hinges
Self-centering drill bits (also called “Vix bits”) are 
great for quick, accurate drilling of pilot holes for 
hinges. Unfortunately, they don’t work very well 
for continuous (“piano”) hinges. That’s because the 
leaves on continuous hinges are too thin to allow 
the beveled nose of the spring-loaded bit housing 
to fully seat in the countersunk hinge holes.

When faced with installing about 10 feet of 
continuous hinges for my tool cabinet doors, 
I came up with a great solution. I went to my 
refrigerator door and pulled off a couple of 
business card sheet magnets to use as risers. 
I knifed them into small pieces that I stuck on 
the underside of a hinge leaf between each pair 
of screw holes. After clamping the hinge to 
the cabinet, it was now raised enough to allow 
the nose of the bit housing to seat fully in each 

hinge hole. When done drilling the pilot holes 
for one hinge leaf, I switched the magnets to 
the next one. It really sped up the work and 
ensured perfect alignment of the hinges.
—Paul Anthony, senior editor

Tips & Tricks

Conti nuous 
hinge

Sheet magnets on underside 
of leaf raise it enough to allow 
a Vix-bit nose to seat fully in 
countersunk screw holes. 

Self-centering 
“Vix” bit

To see the video of this ti p, visit 
www.woodcraft magazine.com 
and click on Online Extras.

Flexcut.com

Flexcut Knives
are precision made for 
maximum performance. Their 
high-carbon steel blades 
have durable points, hold 
an edge extremely well and 
are easily maintained by 
simple stropping. Each knife 
is expertly hand-sharpened 
and tested before shipping, 
so it’s ready to use right out 
of the package. Comfortable, 
curved ash handles allow 
for long periods of carving 
without hand fatigue. 

Every Woodshop 
Needs A Great Knife.

Made in USAMade 

Makes 
A Great 
Gift!
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Handscrew vise helper
Sometimes you need to clamp a long board on 
edge on your benchtop. There are several ways to 
do this, but one of the easiest is to lock the board 
in a handscrew clamp held in a bench vise as 
shown. The most secure approach is to clamp the 
handscrew to the board before locking it in the vise.
—Frank Burnside, Miami, Florida

Tighten handscrew 
on workpiece; 
then clamp in vise.

recognizes and thanks our Premier and Select Sponsors

The American Woodshop
with Scott & Suzy Phillips

Season 22 - 
Scott And Suzy – 
Bringing It Home

Fantastic Home Accents – 
Hand Skill Builders

The American Woodshop Is Sponsored By:
Kreg Tool Company, Woodcraft Supply,

Gorilla Glue, Easy Wood Tools & O’Keeffe’s Working Hands
© 2015 Sylvan Tool Works, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Presented by - WBGU Public Television
WBGU Public Television presents 13 PBS TV shows of The American 

Woodshop “Scott And Suzy – Bringing It Home.”

Season 22 shares woodworking tips for every skill level. Techniques 
include: turning, joinery, tool tune-ups, making jigs, bench building, 

furnituremaking and cabinetmaking! It’s Tool Time!!!

wbgu.org/americanwoodshop



SUBSCRIBE!
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and click SUBSCRIBE

Complete the form below and 
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Projects, Techniques and Products

  Dovetail a case
  Divide a cabinet into 
compartments

  Create a cornice

  4 more projects
  Famous furniture

And learn how to…

Plus…

Best-ever
LUMBER RACK

DECORATIVE FINISHES 
Done Right

Build Better
with a CUT LIST

SPICE BOX
Build this 
classic
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